
LCM Piano Anthology Grades 3&4
Choose any piece of music from the London College of Music Grades 3&4 Piano Anthology and 
answer the following questions:

1. Can you explain all of the Italian terms used in the piece?  
If helpful, you can make some flashcards to help you remember them — write the musical terms on 
one side and the meaning on the other. 

Italian term Meaning

2. What is the time signature? Can you explain this in full?  
For example, 4/4 = simple quadruple time = 4 crochet beats per bar

 

Time signature Meaning

 

3. What is the key signature?  
Can you list what the sharp or flat notes are? 

 

Key signature Sharp or flat notes

 

4. Can you find one example of each of the following notes in the music?

   A B C D E F G
 Can you find another instance of each of these notes in a different register?  

(On different lines or in different spaces)



5. Can you identify the intervals between the first notes in each clef in the bars listed below?  
 If the bar starts with a chord then identify the intervals within the chord.

  

Bar Treble clef intervals Bass clef intervals

1

3

5

7

10

16
 
 

6. Does the piece conjure up any imagery in your mind?  
What do you picture when you listen?

   

   

  

7.  Can you list three reasons why you like this piece?  
Is there anything about the music that you dislike? What would you change if you could?

   

   

   

  

   
  

8. What do you know about the composer?  
Can you find other pieces by them? What styles did they compose in?  

  

   

   

   



11. Can you find the words which answer the following statements?  
 Each answer is one of the constituent parts of the piano.

 

 These are what your fingers play: 

  K    

 Within the piano, these hit the strings to produce a sound: 

  H      

 When the note has been struck, these stop the sound:

  D     
 
  (They are lifted when the sustain pedal is used so that the notes keep sounding)

 This is the pedal on the left: 

  U      C      
 
  (On a grand piano this reduces the sound and changes the tone, as only one string is hit instead of the  
  three strings which make up most notes. On an upright piano the left pedal reduces the volume by  
  moving the hammers closer to the strings)

   This is a special piece of wood that the strings vibrate against:

  S     


